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Summary and recommendations
deafscotland received funding from a number
of sources to produce accessible information
on a number of subjects that people,
including deaf people, should know about.
Part of each funding package was set aside to
gather some social research: baseline data on
deaf people’s knowledge of the subject matter
before the accessible information was produced
and then after 12 months to re-visit the survey to
find out what difference if any had been made.
Each survey was produced in English using
SurveyMonkey or Google Forms and in
British Sign Language (BSL). They were
promoted through our monthly bulletins,
our social media and our website.
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Recommendations or “asks”
We carried surveys on four subjects –
• Deaf people’s personal safety;
• Cycling;
• Self-Management for people with disabilities
and/or long term illnesses; and
• General mental health information.
From the results of these surveys, we are
able to make several recommendations
or “asks” to Scottish Government and
Scottish public bodies on behalf of people
across the four pillars of deafness –
We had few responses in BSL from Deaf people;
most Deaf people responded in English. This
reflects the fact that most Deaf people have been
and are taught orally rather than in sign language.
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Ask 1
Now that the British Sign Language (Scotland)
2015 is in place with progress on the first BSL
National Plan due to be reported on, this might be
the time to look at how many hours of teaching
in BSL deaf children receive on an individual
basis and what can be done to increase this
across the board so that deaf children leave
school fluent in both BSL and in English.
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It is clear that some BSL users feel that
they have enough information to enjoy
life in Scotland with their families but…

Ask 2
Deaf and Deafblind BSL users still need more
information in BSL and tactile BSL so that:
• they can become fully active citizens
in Scottish society; and
• to receive the same information at the
same time as their hearing peers.
Access to support and information is still a bit
hit and miss when it comes to deaf people. Too
often, organisations will have an email address
for general enquiries and a telephone number for
more personal ones. Most support organisations
are aware of contactSCOTLAND-BSL, but have
no alternative contact for deaf people who do
not use BSL and cannot use the telephone.
Almost all communication strategies focus
on written and spoken language. Accessible,
inclusive communication needs to be
taken as seriously as mobility access.
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Ask 3
The Scottish Government should encourage
support and information organisations to be
more imaginative when providing means of
contact; and to look at how they produce
information that is fully accessible for those who
need it. The government should also encourage
organisations to carry out communication impact
assessments in the same way they carry our
equality and human rights impact assessments.
This should be part of all government and public
body funding and service level agreements.
When organisations are looking at advising
people to keep healthy, doing exercise, taking
part in talking therapies and joining self-help
groups, the advice needs to be such that deaf
people can take part. Self–help groups do not
necessarily have funding to provide language/
communication support for deaf people to
take part and not all deaf people have Personal
Independence Payment or Attendance Allowance
to pay for this themselves. So these groups are
not available due to access issues. Same with
talking therapies and many exercise classes.
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Ask 4
As with ask 3, we ask that the Scottish Government
encourages its own departments/division and
support organisations to carry out communication
impact assessments on services offered to
support people make healthy life style choices.
Funding should be available at a national level
so that these groups and classes can apply
for funds to pay for language/communication
support for those who need it to take part.
Using the social model to disability, the majority of
built environments, meeting places and social hubs
create barriers to inclusive communication. Too
many buildings have few “soft furnishings” which
help dampen down background sound. Carpets
are no longer “fashionable” – spaces now have
wooden floors. Lighting is not considered a barrier
to communication although it is. Acoustics are
not seen as important as ramps and accessible
toilets. The new V&A in Dundee could be used as
an example of excellent acoustics even though
hard surfaces are evident throughout the main
hall. This is an example of inclusive design.
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Ask 5
The Scottish Government reviews its regulations
regarding build and design of new buildings/
refurbishment of old ones to ensure
communication impact assessments are carried
out on all spaces that more than one person will
use. Local Authority Planning Committees pay
as much attention to communication barriers
as they do to physical/mobility barriers in
planning applications. University and college
courses on design/architecture/building include
a focus on communication barriers and potential
solutions to ensure spaces for people are fit
for purpose and inclusive communication.
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Safety Survey Report
Summary
The majority of people who responded are
adult BSL users. There were no respondents
from the Highlands and Islands, the Scottish
Borders and the North East of Scotland.
There was no distinguishing age groups who
expressed feelings of being unsafe or having
gaps in their knowledge. People who felt
unsafe did not necessarily have the significant
gaps in their knowledge of staying safe.
The majority of people who responded do
know how to keep themselves safe and know
where to find information on how to stay safe.
Where there are substantial gaps
in knowledge are about
• the specialist support organisations;
• what third party reporting is; and
• what the different disclosures are for.
Those who do not know about Disclosure
Scotland, the PVG scheme and disclosures
have substantial gaps in their knowledge.
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Demographic of those who responded
BSL users.......................................................................... 82%
Hard of Hearing............................................................... 16%
Deafblind..............................................................................2%

Where people stay
Greater Glasgow.............................................................49%
Edinburgh and the Lothians........................................10%
South and North Lanarkshire.....................................10%
South, North and East Ayrshire.................................10%
Fife..........................................................................................9%
East and Renfrewshire....................................................6%
Falkirk....................................................................................2%
Dumfries and Galloway...................................................4%
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Age of those who took part
Under 20 years old...........................................................6%
20 to 65 years................................................................. 77%
Older adults – 66+.......................................................... 17%
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In your home
1

If you are in your home alone, do you feel safe?
Yes 80%

2

No 20%

Do you know how to get support if
you do not feel safe in your home
when you are on your own?
Yes 72%

3

No 28%

Do you know where to get information
on how to make your home safer?
Yes 56%

No 44%
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“I rely on my family. If I was living
alone, I would be more anxious.”

“I am probably NOT safe on my own, as I can’t
hear anything when my aids are out or I’m in
bath etc. However, where I live is quite safe
and unlikely for break in. I have a Care Call
system for smoke alarm and CO detector.”

“Cos being Deaf and having no way of
knowing what’s going on outside and
with children bullying thinking it’s fun to
torment us with doorbell light flashing”

“I have no concerns about anything if by
myself in my own home. In other words, you
are probably more safe in your own home
than actually outside. Which is very true.”

“Very quiet semi-rural area and few people
about also the area has no history of criminal
activities i.e., burglary or vandalism etc.”
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Outside your home on your own
1

When you are outside your home, on
your own, do you feel safe?
Yes 62%

2

No 38%

Do you know how to get support
if you do not feel safe when you
are outside in your own home?
Yes 64%

3

No 36%

Do you know where to get information on
how to make yourself feel safer when you
are outside your own home on your own?
Yes 62%

No 38%
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“I can’t hear if anyone comes up behind me.
I don’t know how to connect emergency
services if in urgent need as I can’t hear
over the phone. I wouldn’t be able to know
if there was a dangerous situation round
a corner until it was in my sight line.”

“I go out I go my car not walk to bus stop or
anything I go out must with someone with me.”

“its depends on when I go bus, I can sometimes
be frighted (sic) when people come on
the bus. They can do anything stupid.”

“I don’t hear people/cyclists/cars
behind me when walking.”

“I live in a nice town with little crime and
sometimes see police cars around.”
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When you are online
1

When you are using your smartphone,
table, laptop or PC to go online, do you
know what to do to keep yourself safe?
Yes 82%

2

No 18%

Do you now where to get information
about how to keep you and your personal
information safe when you are online?
Yes 74%

No 26%
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“My parents taught me to be safe online
when younger so i still do the same now.”
“English is not my first language and
I’m not 100% sure by following their
English that I cannot understand (use
big words, not plain easy words).”
“My phone is complicated to use, I don’t
know if i should have an virus software
or how to protect against this.”
“I liaise with office staff on technical things.”
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If you live with someone else
If you live with someone else, do you know what
to do if that person does something to you that
makes you feel uncomfortable or scared?
Yes 84%

No 16%
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1

If you are in a relationship with someone
else, do you know what to do if that
person does something to you that makes
you feel uncomfortable or scared?
Yes 80%

No 20%

2 Do you now where to get information about
what to do if someone you live with or are in a
relationship with does something to you that
makes you feel uncomfortable or scared?
Yes 78%

No 22%
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Possible scams
1

Do you know what to do if someone
phones, emails or texts you pretending
to be from your bank?
Yes 81%

2

No 19%

Do you know what to do if someone phones,
emails or texts you pretending to be from the
HMRC about an unpaid tax bill or a tax refund?
Yes 71%

No 29%
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1

Do you know what to do if someone phones,
emails or texts you asking about your
accident and offering you compensation?
Yes 76%

2

No 24%

Do you know what to do if a company
sends you a letter or leaflet saying you have
won money or they have a cheque with
your name on it waiting to be delivered?
Yes 24%

No 12%
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“I am always suspicious if the bank contacts me. If
I wasn’t sure, I would go into the local branch.”
“Don’t reply or click on any links and
possibly report to fraud scam helpline”
“Would just hang up on them
then contact my bank.”
“yes used contactSCOTLAND-BSL.”
“I’ll get in touch with social worker.”
“I wouldn’t be sure what to do. It is often
very hard to phone HMRC - they don’t
answer their textphone number and I
don’t like giving all my personal info thru
NGT.” NGT = Next Generation Text
“Have had those from HMRC and deleted
and referred to anti scam etc.”
“I know because my ICT teacher
told me all about phishing.”
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Keeping your money safe
1

Do you know how to keep your money
safe when taking it out of the bank?
Yes 92%

2

No 8%

Do you know how to keep your money safe
when taking it out of a cash machine?
Yes 89%

No 11%
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“Always go inside bank in day time, rarely
go to cash machine at night and if I
do just get minimum amount.”
“Aware of my surrounding or anyone watching.”
“Rarely have to use ATMs and go
to banks to withdraw cash!”
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Keeping safe riding a bike or parking.
1

Do you know how to keep yourself safe
when driving a car or riding a bike?
Yes 94%

2

No 6%

Do you know how to keep yourself safe
when parking in a large car park?
Yes 89%

No 11%
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“When on a bike, I can’t hear traffic behind
me. When driving, I can’t hear emergency
vehicles sirens. If I am stopped in a crowded
place in the car, I will usually lock the doors.”
“i have a car automatic lock when
drive, and yes i feel safe.”
“Yes and no. I know how to keep myself safe
driving but biking - not really and I found it
difficult finding a class teaching you how to
biking safely for myself and my children.”
“Park a car to the nearest shop entrance.
Stay alert for other road users in front
of you or behind. Go to the footpath or
a pedestrian crossing to the shops.”
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Travelling on public transport and when
out with friends
1

Do you know how to keep yourself safe
when travelling on public transport?
Yes 87%

2

No 13%

Do you know how to keep yourself and
friends safe when on a night out?
Yes 92%

No 8%
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“Not always depending on who’s on the bus.
Sometimes drugs users and alcoholics on
the bus makes me feel uncomfortable.”
“Sit near the driver or alarm.”
“Being deaf always try sit at back of
transport but this not always happens so
I can see what in front. But always feel
vulnerable as cannot hear any issues.”
“I find it hard to hear people for directions,
and cannot hear tannoy announcements.”
“I don’t go on nights out.”
“Not often I do this but take my car if I do.”
“Make sure in taxi home safe or someone
pick me up feel safe wont go myself
must with someone feel safe.”
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Have you heard of the following
organisations?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

The Mail Preference Service....................... 27% Yes
Telephone Preference Service.................. 24% Yes
Action Fraud....................................................43% Yes
Action on Elder Abuse.................................45% Yes
Respectme....................................................... 27% Yes
Victim Support................................................ 77% Yes
The Suzy Lamplugh Trust........................... 27% Yes
Think Jessica...................................................... 4% Yes
The National Stalking Helpline.................. 27% Yes
Me Too...............................................................49% Yes
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Please tell us what you think “third party
reporting” is?
“Someone using your information by sending it
on or sharing details with others affiliated to the
organisation you have agreed to sign up with.”
“When a company gives your details to
separate organisation without your consent.”
“It means reporting crimes through an
organisation and not directly to the police
- can be anonymous or get support from
organisation on reporting crimes.”
“Really annoying, can’t phone benefit, etc
because of 3rd party. Need to hear this
person’s voice so I gave my voice so they can
confirmed it. Sometimes they just hang up.”
“It is when you report a crime which is
not an emergency to someone else who
then passes it on to the police. I googled
it so now I do know what it is.”
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Please tell us what you know about
Disclosure Scotland?
“They do background checks on people.”
“They keep a record of any employees and if they
have any criminal offences/disciplinary actions.”
“Police background check on yourself to make
sure you’re okay to work with vulnerable people.”
“Checking of one’s backgrounds for any
possible convictions, criminal activities,
prison sentences served & etc.”
“It’s related with Scottish government, it’s ensuring
keeping people safe with providing criminal
records for employers or volunteering places.”
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What do you know about the Protecting
Vulnerable Groups (PVG) Scheme?
“Background checks to protect vulnerable
adults and children. Check you are safe
to work with certain groups e.g. check
for previous convictions of abuse.”
“They keep a record of any employees and if they
have any criminal offences/disciplinary actions.”
“Aimed at protecting vulnerable adults and children
from abuse/harm. Not sure who to contact though.”
“I think it’s a register of people.”
“Similar to disclosure Scotland, make
sure only people who are safe to work
with kids etc are approved.”
“Need PVG at every work place I’m
working if work with the children. (And
possible learning difficult people?).”
“PVG is a project that helps people who doesn’t
work with children due to their behaviour
can’t do work with the vulnerable groups
such as children or protected adults.”
“Is a group for people who been raped,
abused, beating up in homes, etc. I’m sure.”
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Please tell us what you know about
Basic Disclosures?
“Not heard of this one.”
“Basic criminal check I think.”
“Like a back check-up making sure whether
if you could work for the company or not,
by checking the criminal records.”
“It is for personal reasons rather
than work purposes.”
“Only major crimes are checked for.”
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Please tell us what you know about
Enhanced Disclosures?
“A record if any employee has a
criminal or disciplinary offence.”
“Obviously more in-depth checking.”
“It’s a full check on background from police.”
“Gather it’s more serious than basic disclosures.”
“Now there’s too many. I’m assuming
they are all the same.”
“Similar to Disclosure Scotland, PVG, & Basic
Disclosures but with much more depth
into an application’s background.”
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The Cycling Survey
Thirty four people responded to the Cycle Survey.
Click here to view the cycling safety videos
we made with Scottish Deaf Cycling Club

Where do you live?
Clackmannanshire............................................................................. 1
Dundee City........................................................................................... 1
East Dunbartonshire....................................................................... 4
East Lothian........................................................................................... 1
East Renfrewshire............................................................................. 2
Edinburgh................................................................................................ 1
Falkirk......................................................................................................... 1
Glasgow City........................................................................................ 5
Highland................................................................................................... 3
Inverclyde................................................................................................. 1
Midlothian................................................................................................ 1
North Ayrshire..................................................................................... 3
North Lanarkshire............................................................................. 4
Perth and Kinross.............................................................................. 1
Renfrewshire.......................................................................................... 1
South Lanarkshire............................................................................. 2
Stirling........................................................................................................ 2
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Across the four pillars and BSL
Auditory processing disorder....... 3%
BSL user...................................................... 9%
Deaf................................................................ 58%
Deaf BSL user......................................... 15%
Hearing Aid Wearer........................... 3%
Hard of hearing...................................... 25%
Not deaf...................................................... 6%
Identified under more than
one pillar/BSL......................................... 3%

Do you own or have access to
A bicycle...................................................... 51%
Electric bicycle....................................... 8%
A tricycle..................................................... 3%
None of the above.............................. 48%
Own more than one........................... 9%
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Do you cycle?
Every day................................................... 6%
Sometimes................................................. 20%
Rarely............................................................ 32%
I don’t cycle ............................................ 42%

Why do you cycle?
Cycle to work.......................................... 16%
Cycle to my club................................... 3%
For fun.......................................................... 39%
To keep fit.................................................. 9%

Where do you cycle?
On cycle paths in town/city......... 42%
On town/city roads............................. 26%
In parks in town/city.......................... 32%
On country roads................................. 22%
Off road in the country.......................16%
People cycle in more than one place
depending where they live.
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If you used to cycle but do not now,
why not?
Weather............................................. 6%
Only recently able to
hire bikes in Perth.......................... 3%
No time these days........................ 13%
Health reasons................................. 3%
Accident on bike............................. 3%
Drive instead.................................... 6%
Safety.................................................. 19%
Traffic.................................................. 16%
Cost of bicycle................................. 3%

I feel I would struggle to hear what
was behind me due to the noise of the
traffic. I also lost interest in Cycling.
I can’t hear what is coming from behind me
with my hearing aids. My hearing aids don’t
fit in a helmet. Makes it more dangerous.
I drive now that I have about 30kg
of gear to take to work.
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If you cycle, what for?
Cycle to work, to my club, for fun, to keep
fit and for environmental reasons.
I used to cycle for fun when I was younger

Do you feel safe cycling on your own?
0 Not safe
5 Very safe
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Do you feel safe cycling with family and/
or friends?
0 Not safe
5 Very safe
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Do you have any hints or tips on cycling
you would like to share with others?
Being profoundly deaf I find that a friend cycling
in front of me is very helpful as gives me road
confidence as I can watch if they react to things
I can’t hear. I love to cycle along cycle paths
in the countryside best but use to cycle to
work every day in the middle of Edinburgh!
Stick to the rules of the road, be
vigilant but relaxed and enjoy
Use your bell.
I walk to work every day on shared paths. I
would like cyclists to understand that riding up
behind people and ringing there bell to tell them
to get out of their way is not the correct use of
the bell. Some people cannot hear the bell and
it should not be used in this way, a quick look
at the Highway Code should prove this fact
Wear a lot of hi-vis. Follow the Highway Code.
Beware when approaching pedestrians from
behind - they may not hear you if they have
ear-phones in. Smile and say hello to everyone
you pass - you get lots of smiles back! Start
on cycle paths to build you confidence.
Use cycle streets to plan your route.
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Mirrors to help keep a check on road traffic. Bell
and voice to alert pedestrians that you pass
because many (especially older people) don’t
hear you approach and get a fright. If your
balance isn’t great and you sometimes meander,
avoid roads and stick to off road paths.
Stick to parks always safer and more fun also!
Lack of cycle paths... need more
Just always be alert, keep your eyes open
to the front and back, around you like 360°,
aware of your surroundings and ahead for
potential dangers or bumps/potholes.
And also don’t forgot to hand signal as well.
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Self-Management Survey
Click here to view our information films about selfmanagement and what it means for deaf people
The Self-Management project was a partnership
between the Scottish Council on Deafness
(SCoD), now deafscotland, Deaf Links and Deaf
Action. The thinking was based on experience
and learning of deafscotland when working
with the “GIRFEC Team” in The ALLIANCE.
Young people were involved in the creation of
materials around “Getting It Right For Every
Child” (commonly known as GIRFEC).
The project had three broad elements:
1. To develop consistent and accurate information
on the concept of self-management in
British Sign Language (BSL). This would be
achieved by developing film clips that can
be distributed by DVD or posted online.
2. To provide accurate and consistent
information about The ALLIANCE and
its work in BSL. Similarly, film clips will be
developed for distribution by DVD and online.
3. To develop some light touch peer support
activity with BSL users and promote
the concept and understanding of selfmanagement and peer support across BSL
users and BSL communities in Scotland.
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It had been identified during engagement
work around the BSL (Scotland) Bill, by the
organisations involved, that BSL users were not
aware of or familiar with the concept of selfmanagement or the role of The ALLIANCE.
It was recognised that BSL users would need
some assistance to take forward the concepts
of self-management and peer support, and
could then progress to develop their own,
peer initiatives if they wanted to do so.
In order to evaluate the project, it was
recognised that we would need to have actual
data on whether or not BSL users understand
the term “self-management” and what, if
anything, they do know and understand.
The partnership agreed to put together a
short questionnaire which would be shared
with 100 BSL users across Scotland to
gather this data. The questionnaire was
available online in BSL and in English.
99 BSL users responded from across Scotland.
The people who responded are aged 17
years to 77 years, with the majority in the
age brackets 30 years to 50 years old.
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Responses to the questions
Have you ever seen the term
“self-management” before?
For example, from your doctor, a health visitor, a
district nurse, a social worker, a support worker?
Yes

30%

No

70%
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What you think the term
“self-management” means?
42 people left a comment
• “Managing the problem yourself
with own solutions.”
• “Using techniques to improve my own wellbeing without having to rely on others.”
• “Self-management mean is a key skill that will
help you throughout your life it involves settle
goals and managing your time also developing
your motivation and convention skills will
help you overcome the lure progression.”
• “Managing a personal situation
independently. For instance, medication.”
• “Self-management is like you can manage
in yourself by visiting appointment without
support of deaf such as a doctor or hospital.”
• “It means that you can able to call via
NGT, email or SMS to doctors, bank,
etc. Coping well with bills etc.”
• “Independent management, I didn’t know
what it was mean before read for example.”
• “Coping well in difficult situations and
circumstances by adopting a positive
attitude. Also maintaining a good mental
well-being by using various tools to de-stress
e.g. breathing exercise, relaxing techniques,
spending time with friends/family.”
• “Encouraging someone to treat themselves
rather than going to GP/Doctor/Nurse/
Hospital for all those minor illness/injuries.”
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What information would you like in BSL
about health and well-being?
We can ask NHS Inform and others to look into this.
81 people left a comment
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Health & Well-being and ‘Self-management’
Mental health services
Accessing healthcare
Sexual health services and sexual
health including risks
Healthy eating including services
offered by dieticians
Benefits of exercises
Benefits of getting a flu jab
Skin cancer
Ulcers
Diabetes
Stroke
Heart conditions
Seeking emergency and nonemergency medical advice
Health screening
Surgery
Women’s health issues
Transgender issues and support
Prescriptions
Chronic pain management
Arthritis
Sight loss
Accessing language and other support
for attending medical appointments
Everything that is available in English.
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The follow-up survey asked the same questions
and the results showed a turnaround on
knowledge that was 80% Yes 20% No.
NHS Inform has the list of information
that BSL users would like translated into
BSL and is looking to find the resources
needed to make it accessible.
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Mental Health Survey
Click here to view our films about mental health
and well-being, staying safe and peer support
deafscotland carried out an online survey to look at
how much knowledge of mental health and mental
health support services Deaf BSL users have now.
91 Deaf BSL users responded.
The questions were put together by
deafscotland, See Me and a number of
BSL users who acted as critical friends.
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Responses to the questions
Do you know what these are?
1
2
3
4
5
6

See Me................................................................. 40% Yes
SAMH................................................................... 40% Yes
Breathing Space...............................................49% Yes
Choose Life........................................................ 26% Yes
Mental Health First Aid..................................42% Yes
Mental Illness..................................................... 85% Yes
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Do you know what people mean when
they speak about:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Anxiety..................................................................89% Yes
Bipolar Disorder...............................................69% Yes
Borderline Personality Disorder.................48% Yes
Depression.........................................................98% Yes
Dissociative Identity Disorder (DID).........38% Yes
Eating Disorders...............................................86% Yes
Hypomania and Mania................................... 35% Yes
Obsessive Compulsive Disorder................. 73% Yes
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Do you know what people mean when
they speak about
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Panic or Anxiety Attacks...............................94% Yes
Personality Disorders..................................... 52% Yes
Post-natal Depression....................................86% Yes
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder.................. 78% Yes
Psychosis/Psychotic Experiences.............49% Yes
Schizoprenia...................................................... 62% Yes
Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD)...........56% Yes
Self-harm............................................................ 90% Yes
Suicide.................................................................89% Yes
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Do you know what people mean when
they speak about Mental Health and
Well-being?
Yes

81%

No

19%

There may be times or situations in our lives that
are more difficult than others. The capacity to
stay mentally well during those times is what we
call ‘resilience’. Resilience is not simply a person’s
ability to cope or ‘bounce back’, but their capacity
to adapt in the face of challenging circumstances,
whilst maintaining a stable mental wellbeing.
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Do you know what people mean when
they speak about
1 Building resilience.............................................56% Yes
2 Preventing mental ill-health......................... 65% Yes
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Have you been picked on due to mental
health issues?
Yes 47%
No 53%
Yes

No
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What local mental health services do you
know about?
33 people answered this question.
• Several people listed Choose Life, See
Me, SAMH and Breathing Space.
• Four people mentioned Deaf4Deaf –
Counselling Service via Skype for BSL users.
• Two people mentioned SignHealth.
• Several people mentioned getting support
from their GP and local counselling services.
• Three people mentioned the Lothian Deaf
Community Mental Health Service
• One person listed the John Denmark Unit.
• Other services mentioned were Mind,
Crossreach, the NHS GGC Arran Centre,
CAMHS, Falkirk and District Mental Health
Centre, and mainstream services.
• Two others said that “there is nothing at a
local level for deaf people” and “local mental
health services will listen, but don’t always
provide an interpreter so it is difficult”.
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Next steps
The results will be compared with general
statistics gathered on mental health and people’s
understanding of terms and illnesses. We hope
to carry out this survey at least every two
years to show how BSL users’ understanding
of mental health develops over time.

Report researched and written by
Mandy Reid – Development Officer
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Consultancy and Evaluation
What can deafscotland do to
support your organisation?
We can:
• Carry out affordable, deaf health checks and
support your organisation to become more
deaf aware across the four pillars of deafness.
• Evaluate your plans or service(s) with input
from service users, their families and carers;
• Support your organisation to become a
“Communication For All” organisation;
• Support your organisation to become
more involved in local and national
issues across government and across
the four pillars of deafness.
• Advise, support and provide
participatory activity.
For more information, click here
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Thanks to Funders and
Contributors
The ALLIANCE
See Me
Paths For All- Smarter Choices
Smarter Places Fund
Row Fogo
The Pilgrim Trust
Foundation Scotland/Volant Trust
Martin Connell Trust
ITV Signpost
Deaf Links
West of Scotland Deaf Children’s Society
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Join us in supporting Scotland to become
the first communication nation –
accessible to everyone!
Web

deafscotland.org

Phone

0141 248 2474

SMS

07925 417 338

Email

admin@deafscotland.org

facebook.com/deafscotland

deafscotland is the outward facing brand of The Scottish Council
on Deafness (SCoD). SCoD is a company limited by guarantee
registered in Scotland no 492886 and registered charity SC016957

Are you Committed to Communication?

twitter @deafscotMedia
linkedin.com/in/deafscotland
deafscotland

c/o The Alliance

Venlaw Building
349 Bath St

On request, this report can be
made available in plain text
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Designed by
Craig McFarlane

Glasgow, G2 4AA

